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1.  QUESTION. In which century did science fiction become a major type of writing? 

a. 19th                        b. 17th                    c. 20th                               d. 18th  

 
2. QUESTION. During her vacation, she went on a _____ tour of Europe. 
 

a) whirlwind    b) worldwide 

 

3. QUESTION Morgan’s family _____ from Sweden. 

 

a) immigrated     b) emigrated 

 

4. QUESTION. What is a synonym for noticeable? 

a. Awake    b. hidden     c. conspicuous       d. unavailable 

 

5. QUESTION. The title of a novel published in 1961 entered the English language as a 

reference to a problematic situation for which the only solution is denied by a 

circumstance inherent in the problem. What’s the novel? 

 

a. Fish or Cut Bait      b. Nineteen Eighty-four     c. The Tommyknockers    d. Catch-22 

 

6. QUESTION. What is a synonym for moist? 

a. Dry       b. swimming   c. parched       d. damp 

 
 
7.  QUESTION. When Rose told her brother that their mother loved him more, 
he demurred.  

 

a) objected  b) agreed  c) fainted  d) blushed 

 

 

8. QUESTION. Which of these literary movements was concerned with clear, direct 

expression? 

a. Surrealism  b. neoclassicism  c. imagism   d. dadaism 
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9. QUESTION. Which choice best represents the error in the sentence? Studies show 

that adults who enjoyed exercising on a regular basis were more successful 

at losing weights than adults who participate in fad diets. 

a. studies show   b. on a regular basis  

c. who participates    d. no error 

 

 

10. QUESTION. The road construction _____ everyone’s commute. 

a. effected                  b. affected 

 

11. QUESTION. Evelyn researched nursing homes to make sure her mom would get 

the _____ care. 

a. Utmost                 b. upmost 

 

12. QUESTION. With one month left until the ceremony, the wedding plans 

were inchoate. 

a. Canceled    b. nearly done     c. more expensive than planned      d. vague, unformed 

 

 

13. QUESTION. By looking closely, I could see the ____________ difference between 

the twins. 

 

a. ecstatic                            b. gorging                                  c. retroactive                          d. subtle 

 

 

14. QUESTION. Use a hyphen to connect two words functioning as an adjective 

before a noun. Which choice correctly uses this rule? 

a. Mr. Harrison was a well-respected member of          

b. Mr. Harrison was well-respected. 

c. Long-term-planning is something ever high school should do.  

d. On my birthday, I will turn twenty-one. 
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   BEST OF LUCK 

15. QUESTION. The new exhibit at the museum _____ her interest in ancient Egypt. 

a. Peeked                          b. peaked                               c. piqued 

 

16. QUESTION. She's very punctilious about grammar. 

 

a. forgetful   b. unconcerned  c. lazy          d. precise 

 

 

17. QUESTION. Bill has intransigent political views. 

a. old-fashioned  b. ever-changing       c. uncompromising  d. indifferent 

 

18. QUESTION. "Mr. Brooks lived an abstemious way of 

life." What does   abstemious mean? 

a. successful or prosperous b. surly 

c. argumentative or ready to fight      d. moderate and sparingly 

 

19. QUESTION.  Choose the best question to continue the conversation. My aunt is 

going to stay with me. 

a. How was it? b. How is she? 

c. How long will she stay? d. How far will she stay? 

 

20. QUESTION. When someone is blatant, they are sneaky and secretive. 

a. TRUE b. FALSE 

 

 

 

 


